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INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional information on carcass shape and form is currently utilised in meat processing applications from stock selection and g: 
“ .a"d P™duct presentation. However because of the difficulties associated with measuring, storing and interpreting three dimensional* 
information shape has generally been evaluated subjectively and described loosely in terms of a conformation, or muscling score. O W *  
measures of three dimensional shape and structure are not used when processing and assessing potential value. While attempts to utilise th 
dimensional carcass and bone shape information have been investigated12'3’4, a complete parametric description of three dimensional structure 
yet to be attempted.

The immediate advantages of describing 3-D carcass and meat cut shape mathematically are twofold. By describing the fundamental form w 
of one or more three-dimensional mathematical surfaces, the large amount of empirical data can be expressed as useful information using« 
amount of parametric information. A small number of physical measurements could then be used to deform these surfaces to approximate the o' 
meat cut or carcass shape, based on a generic 3-D parametric model.

3-D DATA ACQUISITION

Three dimensional mathematical models of surface shape are derived from three dimensional surface data. There exist many ways o f m ^
iPrhnmee' dlmeh S1°fi n kU!i o f carcasses rangmg from manual measurement systems through to automatic topographical and to m o g ^  
techniques such as full body laser scanners, Computer Aided Tomography (CAT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRJ) We are currently uS‘; 
a three dimensional digitising arm and plan to use three dimensional surface infoimation obtained from CAT scans of meat cuts and carcass«* 1 
digitising arm can access a hemisphere of approximately 1.2 metres in diameter.

Using the digitising arm, individual ovine shoulder bones and lamb carcasses were digitised and saved as sets of three-dimensional surface P^, 
m world coordinates. Information regarding point connectivity was also retained. A lower spatial sampling frequency was used when digit!*“* 
cuts due to the lower surface curvature of a carcass compared to a bone. The operating reach of the digitising arm was insufficient to allow 
amb carcass to be digitised intact. Lamb carcasses were therefore halved and cut into their constituent primal cuts (five rib fore chump off 
01 n and ong cut leg)' Each Pnmal cut was digitised and the individual cuts combined to generate the surface model of the entire carcass.

After an object had been digitised, a surface mesh was generated by interpolating between points (using a complex hull surface interpo,a"} 
technique within the digitising software) to form a surface mesh over the digitised points. This surface could then be rendered to 
visualisation of the three-dimensional object. The digitised surface mesh of a lamb carcass is shown in Figure 1. While digitisation aiief«cts L  
been introduced by the digitisation and mesh generation process (due to under-sampling in areas of high curvature, operator bias, sl" 
interpolation), the macro structure of the carcass is nonetheless accurately reconstructed.

Figure 1.
Three-Dimensional lamb carcass model created by combining individual primal

cuts.

3-D MODELLING

Based on our experience with modelling bones and carcasses in two dimensions5 6 we have extended our work to three-dimensional modelling' TL  
are several ways to construct a mathematical representation of the measurement data, one of which was discussed above. Since our aim is to Pr% t 
a deformable full carcass model that can not only simulate passive shape variation, but also model possible shape changes under muscle moven 
a computational model (rather than a pure graphical model) has been investigated.

Developing a mathematical representation of a carcass based on real-world data involves fitting a mathematical surface to an actual points ¡» ¿ 'i  
that minimises the error between the actual data and the corresponding point on the surface, in three-dimensional space. A number of d f  J  
modelling techniques have been investigated, using a variety of linear and non-linear techniques to minimise these errors. Traditional finite'^,,,^ 
type models involve interpolating between every data point using linear functions. The approach used in (7) is to use higher-order Cl interp0'
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d a / / /  (cubic Hermites) and use a nonlinear fitting procedure to minimise the distance between the parametric cubic Hermite elements and the 
et- This results in an accurate representation of the surface with substantially fewer degrees of freedom than data points.

An
Senen^*6 a digitised humerus bone is shown in Figure 2a. While this data set is representative of the actual bone, the digitisation and mesh 
sarppii100 process has introduced a number of artefacts which do not exist in the actual bone surface. The causes of these errors include under- 

ln8 in areas of high curvature, deficiencies in the complex hull surface generation algorithm and operator bias. Figure 2b shows the original

3'Dsurf R g u re 2 a - 
tria rTace of humerus using
dirr Ular Patches between 
9l,|sed surface points.

"lit. Points 
°du(

Figure 2b.
Original three-dimensional Cubic 
Hermite mesh of a humerus bone 

showing original data points

Figure 2c.
Three Dimensional Cubic Hermite model of a 

humerus bone with the underlying model mesh 
overlaid.

: an<J the initial cubic hermite mesh prior to optimisation. The final surface model is shown in Figure 2c. While some artefacts have been
«5 *nto 3-D surface due to under-sampling, the surface is nonetheless representative of a humerus bone and the mathematical model

ScaPula rTately reProduced the major surface features o f the bone surface, particularly around the surfaces at the top of the bone where it joins the 
°ffree(ip n p’8ure 2a where 4747 data points were used to represent the humerus. The final model surface (Figure 2c) contains only 241 degrees

°m ar>d has a Root Meat Squared error of less than 0.6mm.

(j Currently in the process of developing and refining our three-dimensional surface models of the ovine humerus bone and a lamb carcass. 
H jtw ? loped’ we will investigate techniques for deforming these models to represent the three-dimensional shape of particular objects. For this 

1 be important to have an efficient representation of the three dimensional surface.

FUTURE WORK

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

'Ns<; a/ ate °bjective is to predict the shape of a particular carcass or meat cut using only a few physical measurements. These measurements will 
■'cUlar anatom'cally correct, three dimensional carcass model of the carcass to deform and approximate the three dimensional shape of the 

3ctUai s, carcass being measured, within predetermined limits o f accuracy and resolution. Anatomically correct models can then be used to predict 
X l  r / ure an(l form from only a small number of physical measurements. In this way these models will effectively form part of a model based 
Vsurgj erence, whereby the model, deformed to fit a particular carcass, is able to estimate attributes of each carcass in areas that have not been
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